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This article examines the circumstances surrounding the escape from pro-

secution of SS-Obergruppenführer Karl Wolff, one of the central SS

figures in the Mediterranean Theater during World War II. Key to his

evasion of justice was his role in “Operation Sunrise”—negotiations con-

ducted by high-ranking American, Swiss, and British officials in violation

of the Western Allies’ agreements with the Soviet Union—for the surren-

der of German forces in Italy. After 1945, these officials, including most

notably Allen W. Dulles, shielded Wolff from prosecution in order to

prevent information about the negotiations from coming out. The details

had to be kept secret, they believed, in order to avoid a confrontation

with Stalin as the Cold War took shape. New evidence suggests that the

Western Allies not only failed to ensure cooperation between their

respective national war crimes prosecution organizations, but in certain

cases even obstructed justice by withholding evidence.

The release of CIA files under the 1998 Nazi War Crimes Disclosure Act has

meant that research into the prosecution of war crimes—or, as German scholars

call it, “Vergangenheitspolitik” (the politics of memory)2—will have to be expanded

to include additional areas of study. Among the topics that have yet to be

thoroughly researched are the extent and practical application of military intelli-

gence on the Holocaust and the practice of exempting war criminals from prosecu-

tion in return for their collaboration with the Allied cause.3 Richard Breitman has

shown that SS Captain Guido Zimmer was shielded from Allied prosecution as a

result of his contacts with United States intelligence officers; Zimmer had made

these contacts in early 1945 during negotiations for surrender of the northern

Italian front.4 But Zimmer’s was not an isolated case. Not one of the senior SS

figures involved in these cease-fire negotiations—code-named “Operation

Sunrise”—was brought before an Allied court. On the contrary, they were actively

shielded: some were helped to escape to South America, and others were

employed after the war within the U.S. intelligence agencies. The case of Karl

Wolff is an outstanding example of such cooperation, and allows us to outline three
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phases in the interaction between SS leaders and U.S. intelligence officers in

bestowing on Nazi officials a “conditional form of legal immunity.”5

Obergruppenführer and General of the Waffen-SS Karl Wolff was the chief

German negotiator in the talks concerning a cease-fire in northern Italy. As former

chief adjutant to Heinrich Himmler, and Supreme SS and Police Commander in

Italy, he was listed among the major defendants for Nuremberg. Yet it seems that

his willingness to surrender earned him favorable treatment during the post-1945

series of Allied war crimes trials; his status soon was downgraded to that of

witness. Wolff could not disclose any of the promises that he claimed had been

made to him during the surrender negotiations, but he was able to use hints to

pressure his former negotiating partner into protecting him.

The capable diplomat and lawyer Allen W. Dulles6 played a key role in

Wolff’s escape from justice. Upon joining the newly formed Office of Strategic

Services (OSS) in 1942,7 Dulles was tasked with collecting information on the

enemy—mainly from Jewish refugees from Europe. Through his work with refu-

gees, Dulles became familiar with the extreme brutality of the Nazi regime toward

its victims.8 As head of the OSS outpost in Bern, he was responsible for contacting

resistance circles within Nazi Germany. Through these circles he carried out the

initial, exploratory soundings on a possible surrender in 1945. The OSS’s emphasis

lay not on rescuing the European Jews, but on ending the military conflict.9 After

the war, Dulles’s position enabled him to exert influence on other veterans of the

competing intelligence services to help prevent Wolff’s prosecution. An examin-

ation of the reasons why Wolff was granted de facto immunity sheds new light on

the benefits of the surrender in northern Italy for the Western Allies and neutral

Switzerland. The successful outcome of those surrender negotiations benefited

Dulles’s future career—a career that ended as director of the CIA.10 These three

factors—strategic cooperation on the part of the accused, Dulles’s personal com-

mitment, and the political interests of the Western Allies—facilitated Wolff’s

evasion of prosecution.

Karl Wolff: Career and Capitulation

Having spent many years as the head of Himmler’s personal office, Karl Wolff was

one of the most senior surviving SS leaders after 1945. He was outranked only by

Ernst Kaltenbrunner, head of the Reichssicherheitshauptamt (Reich Security

Main Office, RSHA).11 Born in 1900 to the family of a district court assessor,

Wolff volunteered for the SS in October 1931. In 1933, he was appointed as an

adjutant to Himmler, and by 1936 he had risen to the position of Chief of Staff to

the SS Reichsführer. In this capacity, Wolff was responsible for maintaining con-

tacts with Himmler’s circle of industrialist friends, as well as for liaising with the

SS Germanization organizations Ahnenerbe (Ancestral Heritage) and

Lebensborn.12 Wolff became a key figure in Himmler’s anteroom, and was
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considered the “second man” in the SS.13 It therefore came as no surprise when,

in 1939, Himmler appointed him SS liaison officer in the Führer’s headquarters.

Despite this new appointment, Wolff retained his position as head of Himmler’s per-

sonal staff. However, Wolff’s absence from Berlin while serving in Hitler’s various

operational headquarters gave rise to serious conflicts as other SS functionaries—

notably Kaltenbrunner and Walter Schellenberg, the director of the SS Political

Intelligence Service (Amt VI)—jockeyed for position.

Wolff found himself sidelined when his divorce and re-marriage in 1943

resulted in personal differences with Himmler. The Reichsführer-SS viewed

Wolff’s divorce as a betrayal of traditional family values; moreover, Wolff had

turned to Hitler for permission for the divorce, rather than to Himmler himself,

which the latter viewed as a disloyal act. However, as Supreme SS and Police

Commander for Italy, Wolff had command powers in his sector—although his

authority overlapped with that of the Wehrmacht’s commander-in-chief in Italy,

Field Marshal Albert Kesselring. Among Wolff’s primary responsibilities was com-

bating partisan activity.14 Following the July 20, 1944 attempt on Hitler’s life,

Wolff replaced Lieutenant General Rudolf Toussaint as Plenipotentiary General of

the Wehrmacht for Italy (Bevollmächtigter General der Deutschen Wehrmacht in

Italien). This meant that, in addition to his SS role, Wolff was in charge of the

entire rear army, and thus of sections of the Wehrmacht in Italy. He was therefore

a key figure in the Mediterranean theater and was in a position to carry out

surrender negotiations.

There can be no doubt that, as Himmler’s adjutant, Wolff was aware of the

extent of the Holocaust. We know that Wolff accompanied Himmler on a visit to

Minsk in August 1941 to witness mass shootings, and we also know that reports of

successful Judenaktions in occupied Poland (collectively codenamed “Aktion

Reinhard”) passed across his desk. This information emerged through Wolff’s testi-

mony in the trial of SS-Obergruppenführer and administrator of concentration

camps Oswald Pohl in 1947; however, in a private meeting with the judges, Wolff

denied any responsibility and pointed to his achievements in the Sunrise nego-

tiations.15 Subsequently, the judges concluded that there was insufficient evidence

to indict Wolff for his involvement in “Aktion Reinhard.” One of the judges later

recalled that consideration of Wolff’s services to the U.S. in the surrender nego-

tiations was the dominant factor in the court’s decision. Wolff’s direct assistance in

organizing rail transports of Jews from Warsaw to Treblinka became the subject of

criminal proceedings only in 1962, when he was brought for trial before the

Munich Regional Court.

Although studies have been published on German occupation policy16 and

the war crimes committed in Italy,17 as well as on various occupation authorities’

overlapping policing and anti-partisan warfare competencies,18 Karl Wolff’s role in

German actions in Italy has yet to be thoroughly researched. Newly released
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documents show that he may have transmitted to SD-officer Herbert Kappler the

order to deport the Jews of Rome to Auschwitz, and so connect him directly with

the Holocaust in Italy.19 However, given the dearth of sources, it has not yet been

possible to research fully certain aspects of Wolff’s responsibility—in particular the

role that SS combat groups played in anti-partisan warfare.20 If only because of his

senior position in Italy, one would have expected Wolff to be included in the

Allies’ series of war crimes prosecutions after 1945. It was also conceivable that

Wolff would have been prosecuted in Nuremberg as proxy for the deceased

Heinrich Himmler. This study will show that the Allies’ failure to prosecute Wolff

had its origins in the negotiations for a partial surrender in Northern Italy.

In an unambiguous agreement reached at Casablanca in January 1943, the

Allies agreed to accept only an unconditional surrender and rejected the possibility

of prior contact with the SS. Nevertheless, senior Nazi officials attempted to

contact Allied authorities in the late autumn of 1943 through the Swiss offices of

the British and American intelligence agencies.21 Although surrender bids made

by Walter Schellenberg22 and Ernst Kaltenbrunner23 had been rebuffed, Wolff

had rather more luck—no doubt because he extended a concrete offer at the right

time. In his position as Plenipotentiary General of the German Army in Italy,

Wolff was able to offer the Allies a handover of arms in a relatively self-contained

theater of war.24 A cease-fire in Italy was of great interest to the Western powers:

not only did they want to end the combat with the 800,000 troops of Army Group

C as soon as possible, but they also hoped to be able to bypass the feared “Alpine

Fortress” without a battle during the planned advance on Berlin. British and U.S.

intelligence reports on the military threat from an alpine Nazi redoubt led to a

shift in Eisenhower’s strategic plans in late February 1945: the general stopped the

advance on Berlin and turned his forces to the south. Therefore, surrender offers

within this zone were regarded as of the highest priority.25

As a first step, an OSS representative at Lugano met with SS-

Standartenführer Eugen Dollmann and SD officer Guido Zimmer from Milan.26

Shortly thereafter, on March 3, 1945, Dulles indicated that he was willing to

receive Wolff on one condition: the SS commander had to demonstrate his auth-

ority and good faith by releasing two of the leaders of the Italian resistance move-

ment then in SS custody—one of whom had served also as an agent for the OSS.27

As Dulles’s superior OSS Director General William Donovan enthusiastically

reported to the State Department, Wolff complied with this demand.28

Wolff’s first encounter with OSS representative Allen W. Dulles took place at

an exploratory meeting in Zurich on March 8, 1945. The Allies failed to realize at

this point that Wolff was not sufficiently high-ranking29 for his signature to give

legal force to the capitulation of a Wehrmacht army group. The situation was com-

plicated by the fact that Wolff’s counterpart, Field Marshal Kesselring, was
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appointed Commander-in-Chief (West) on March 15, leaving Italy to Lieutenant

General Heinrich von Vietinghoff-Scheel.

Wolff and Dulles met again in Ascona on March 19, 1945, together with

British Major-General Terence S. Airey, the British chief intelligence officer at

Allied Forces Headquarters, and U.S. Major General Lyman Lemnitzer, then

deputy chief of staff to Field Marshal Alexander.30 The men discussed military

details of a surrender in light of the changed command situation. Wolff made

several proposals in this regard. He suggested that he should first win over the

skeptical Kesselring, whose consent would be of significance in winning over the

other army commanders in Italy. He would then appeal to the generals on the

Western Front to join in the surrender, and finally deliver a radio address aimed at

persuading the German people that the war was lost. Wolff also offered to end the

anti-partisan warfare in northern Italy, provide the Allies with military maps, and

arrange for the release of a small group of prisoners consisting of Jews, political

detainees, and Allied POWs. Wolff was taking a substantial risk, emphasizing that

he was ready to act independently of Himmler and thereby betray his government.

Dulles set aside his skepticism after his first meeting with Wolff; impressed by his

German conversation partner’s energy and bearing, he characterized Wolff as

“Goethe’esque,” trustworthy, and “extremely good-looking.”31

However, the day after Wolff went to the German headquarters, the

Combined Chiefs of Staff ordered Dulles to end the negotiations.32 A final settle-

ment could be reached only with the help of Swiss intelligence officer Max

Waibel, who received the German plenipotentiaries in his own home to facilitate

exploratory meetings. When Wolff was ambushed by partisans in Italy, Waibel led

a covert US-Swiss joint mission to get him back to his headquarters at Bozen via

Switzerland.

Finally, on April 29, 1945, the surrender was signed at the Allied headquar-

ters at Caserta by German plenipotentiaries Viktor von Schweinitz (representing

Vietinghoff ) and Eugen Wenner (representing Karl Wolff ). Meanwhile, Wolff had

not yet won over all of the commanders at the German headquarters at Bozen.

News of the surrender thus created confusion and nearly resulted in a coup.33 But

the agreement took legal effect on May 2, hastening the general capitulation of the

Third Reich on May 8, 1945.

Wolff was playing a risky game. He needed to convince Dulles of his credi-

bility, but at the same time Hitler and Himmler were demanding explanations for

his trips to Switzerland. In a hand-written letter of condolence following

Roosevelt’s death on April 12th, Wolff emphasized to Dulles that he continued to

believe in their common goal of preventing further bloodshed.34 In meetings with

his own superiors, Wolff pretended that he was trying to secure special treatment

for them all. When he described the course of these meetings in his witness testi-

mony at Nuremberg, Wolff highlighted the riskiest aspect of the enterprise.35
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Twice he was summoned to Berlin for meetings: on March 17, he met with

Himmler and Kaltenbrunner in the SS Hohenlychen military hospital, and at the

next meeting, on April 18, he saw Hitler as well. Although Schellenberg and

Kaltenbrunner knew that Wolff was involved in treason, the general was able to

protect himself by reminding them of their own efforts to achieve a separate

peace. There can be no doubt that in March 1945 Wolff changed sides, betraying

his government. By handing over military maps, he rendered himself guilty of high

treason.36

By the same token, Dulles was taking a risk; in trusting Wolff, he opened

himself to a charge of malfeasance—a charge that could have left him with a taint

of political unreliability. At the Casablanca Conference an agreement had been

reached prohibiting Allied officers from making concessions to representatives of

the Third Reich in return for surrender of arms. However, especially during the

final months of the war, both British and American intelligence officers,37 includ-

ing Dulles and Donovan, lured senior functionaries of the Third Reich to the

negotiating table with hints at possible preferential treatment or even immunity

from prosecution.38 Their attempts to obtain official sanction for these actions—

which were tacitly tolerated—ultimately failed.39 U.S. government officials reiter-

ated that the Casablanca formula remained in effect.40 Not surprisingly, therefore,

in official correspondence Dulles consistently emphasized “that he had never made

any promises.”41

The absence of clear-cut spheres of authority on both sides provided the

powerful Nationalist Socialist officer and the high-ranking American intelligence

agent with room to maneuver during the surrender negotiations. An unwritten law

remained in effect: Wolff could make no demands. Even so, Wolff established

himself as a cooperative partner42 and attempted to increase his credibility as a

negotiator by claiming that he had not been involved in war crimes. Dulles sent

Washington favorable reports about him. His face-to-face meeting with Wolff,

Dulles wrote, had convinced him that the German “was to be trusted,” even if his

success could not be guaranteed; Dulles noted that Wolff’s “hopes may exceed his

ability to act.”43

The files contain no indications that Dulles made concrete promises of

immunity to Wolff. However, contemporaries clearly believed that the mere fact of

his entering into negotiations with Wolff amounted to preferential treatment and

made his claims about an immunity deal seem plausible. In any case, Wolff was

surrounded by an aura of de facto immunity from prosecution. British authorities’

interrogations of German officers in the summer of 1945 revealed that Wolff’s

immunity was taken for granted in SS circles at his Bozen headquarters. During an

interrogation, one of Wolff’s subordinates stated: “It was an open secret that Wolff

had negotiated an addendum to the capitulation agreement with the Americans to

the effect that attacks by the German security police on the Italian civilian
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population would not be the subject of war crimes investigations.”44 Other docu-

ments from Wolff’s private office indicate that this “open secret” created some bit-

terness among members of his staff.45 In 1947, Major Max Waibel and negotiator

Max Husmann—both of Switzerland—testified that they had been present when

Dulles and Wolff entered into the alleged agreements.46 Later, British general

Airey noted that he had felt he could not rule out the possibility that such promises

had been made.47

The Anglo-American Allies’ Geopolitical Interest in Sunrise

Political differences between the Western Allies and Stalin became more evident

during the spring of 1945. Since victory was already in sight, the question was no

longer how Hitler could be defeated, but rather who would dominate the postwar

order in Europe. The basic ideological pattern of the Cold War could already be

discerned. The negotiation of the partial capitulation in northern Italy—a capitula-

tion that circumvented agreements with the Soviet Union—can be understood

only in this context.48 In this light, the American government had good reason to

fear a public trial of Karl Wolff and his SS negotiating team after 1945: Wolff’s

defense counsel no doubt would have seized the opportunity to point out that

an American intelligence officer—probably with his government’s consent—had

breached the Allied Casablanca principle.

The military benefits of the partial surrender were obvious. Beyond that, in

the spring of 1945, the Western Allies believed that the Soviet Union posed a sub-

stantial threat; a third world war, it seemed, was within the realm of possibility.49

As the Red Army liberated East European states, it installed proconsuls or con-

cluded partial surrender agreements, expanding its sphere of control.50 British and

American authorities now perceived the curtailment of this expansion as a vital pol-

itical interest.51 The southern Tyrol and Trieste thus came to play a key strategic

and military role in their geopolitical policy.52

Economic interests also played a role in U.S., British, and Swiss joint efforts

to shield Wolff after the war. For example, Dulles appears to have acted not only

as a government emissary, but also as an attorney protecting his private civilian

clients’ interests in Northern Italy.53 As a partner at the prominent East Coast law

firm Sullivan and Cromwell, Dulles represented banking houses and industrial

firms based in Europe. Similarly, Waibel reported that the Swiss interest in the

surrender negotiations was based on a perceived need to protect Swiss businesses

in northern Italy and Switzerland’s access to the ports of Genoa and Savona in the

face of the communist threat.54

From March 11, 1945, U.S. officials kept Moscow informed about the ongoing

negotiations. Stalin’s furious reaction to the news that a partial surrender was being

negotiated was interpreted in both London and Washington as confirmation of the

alliance’s fragility.55 In 1946, the American head of the military mission in Moscow,
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General John Deane, opined that Sunrise had represented the turning point in

American policy towards the Soviet Union. Following those negotiations, the U.S.

had displayed a new self-confidence in its dealings with Stalin.56 The ambassador in

Moscow, W. Averell Harriman, strongly advised against involving the Soviets in the

surrender negotiations. Likewise, British Prime Minister Winston Churchill’s

remark that “the wrong pig” had been butchered at the end of the war57 indicates

that the Western Allies’ interests had shifted away from alliance with the Soviets.

The U.S. and Britain were united in their anti-communist stance.58

As a result of the peace agreement, two Allied armies were spared and could

be redeployed to Southern Germany to counter any further advance of the Red

Army.59 Moreover, in the event of a conflict with Stalin, British and American

authorities could have cited a coincidence of ideological aims to deploy the

800,000 German soldiers in Army Group C against the “Bolsheviks.”60 This thesis

is bolstered by the fact that, after May 2, 1945, some sections of Army Group C

were deliberately allowed to keep their weapons.61 The reason for the decision not

to disarm the German troops is open to debate. However, it is noteworthy that dis-

armament measures varied depending on troop locations. Divisions in the southern

Tyrol and on the Yugoslav border, in particular, retained their weapons.62

Dulles Shields Wolff from Prosecution

The capitulation on the Southern Front clearly had been in the American interest,

but intelligence circles saw it as vital that the anti-Soviet maneuverings—in viola-

tion of Allied agreements—be concealed from the public after the war. Karl Wolff

thus had to be prevented from testifying publicly about the negotiations. When

one considers that Wolff, the Supreme SS and Police Commander in Italy, escaped

prosecution, while Albert Kesselring, the former Wehrmacht commander in chief

in Italy, was sentenced to death by a British military court (though later he was

pardoned and released), certain questions become inescapable.63 How was this

difference in treatment justified to the public? What groups had a vested interest

in shielding Wolff? And how did they manage to ensure that incriminating evi-

dence was ignored? An analysis of the documentation reveals that the interested

parties’ influence derived not from any operational authority, but rather from their

personal connections. Certain high-ranking U.S. intelligence officers intervened

directly with American prosecutors in Nuremberg, as well as with members of the

U.S. Military Government. Using their personal influence, these men managed to

persuade the British authorities to forego the prosecution of Karl Wolff.

The first task in explaining the Allies’ seeming inconsistency is to map the

various interest groups involved in the preparations for the International Military

Tribunal in Nuremberg. Widely held assumptions regarding the homogeneity of

such groups are no longer tenable, as recent British and American studies have

shown.64 Rather, it is apparent that very diverse interest groups in both London
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and Washington not only worked against each other within their departments

(the intelligence services being a striking example), but also formed alliances

across their areas of competence, establishing so-called “circles of friends” for the

purpose of achieving their particular goals. In this way, officials brought influence

to bear on the executive—and thus on war crimes policy. As individual officers

exceeded their authority by lobbying on behalf of alleged war criminals, they

undermined what should have been overriding political agreements. Specifically,

Dulles exerted direct influence on American officials in Nuremberg and in the

American Military Government in Germany. Moreover, almost one-third of the

staff members available to prosecutors in Nuremberg had backgrounds in the

OSS. Many of these officials were bound by ties of personal loyalty to William

Donovan, championing his cause after his forced resignation in November

1945.65

Previous research into the history of the American intelligence services

tended to neglect the issue of former OSS members’ influence on the executive

branch in terms of war crimes policy,66 although more recent studies have

touched on the subject.67 Some scholars have suggested that the American intelli-

gence apparatus helped certain National Socialist functionaries suspected of war

crimes to escape after the war.68 But exactly how this was possible remains a

mystery. Although memoirs point to instances of quid pro quo between intelli-

gence officers and incriminated Nazi functionaries—and even mention the

anti-communist dimension of such deals69—historians only recently have begun

to research intelligence and prosecution officials’ further protection of Nazi war

criminals.70

Dulles, his Swiss aide Gero von Schulze-Gaevernitz, and the military negotia-

tors during the Sunrise talks—American general Lyman Lemnitzer and British

general Terence Airey—were at the center of the efforts to shield Wolff. Their

involvement with Wolff can be divided into three distinct phases. The first phase,

which could be termed the “interrogation phase,” lasted until Wolff’s transfer to

Nuremberg in 1946. The second phase included Wolff’s testimony at Nuremberg

and the attempt to have him declared incapable of standing trial. The third and

final phase lasted from the autumn of 1947 until the end of 1948,71 and involved

former Sunrise negotiators’ intervention on Wolff’s behalf.

Dulles’s strategy in the first phase was to extol Wolff’s virtues, creating a

climate favorable to the former SS general and thus shielding him from prosecu-

tion. It is clear that Wolff made his protectors’ task more difficult when, during

preliminary interrogation, he began to boast to a wider audience of the services he

had performed. Wolff’s own strategy—which at various times included refusing to

give evidence, cooperating with the interrogating officers, and demanding that the

secret promises he claimed to have received be honored—was not only in breach

of the agreement he had made with his backers, but actually undermined the
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strategy they had devised to assist him. Nevertheless, they did not abandon him.

This indicates that they were motivated by overriding considerations.

Interrogation and Trial Preparation

During the summer of 1945, the British and the American prosecuting authorities

appeared determined to ensure that war criminals were severely punished. An

analysis of the concrete difficulties that the Wolff case posed brings to light the

obstacles facing prosecutors as well as the opportunities available to Allen Dulles

for intervention.

During the preparations for the first Nuremberg war crimes trial, the Allied

planning staff circulated a list naming Kesselring and Wolff as “major war crim-

inals.”72 Allied officers were convinced that, because of his high rank and his areas

of competency within the SS and the police, Wolff was a likely candidate for prose-

cution in the Nuremberg trial73—or at least in one of the planned follow-up trials.

If Kesselring and Wolff were not brought to trial in Nuremberg, there seemed

little doubt that they would be called to account for their actions before one of the

newly-established British military courts in Italy. A preliminary report stated:

“Wolff should be charged with a war crime in respect of any atrocity committed by

the SS if any evidence can be adduced to show that he acquiesced in the action

taken by his subordinates or ordered such actions to be taken.”74

The British were planning to hold two major trials in Italy, one of which

would include Karl Wolff. They hoped that the trials would ease political tensions

within Italy.75 According to the policy set by the Judge Advocate General (JAG),

British military courts would try only those senior German officers to whom politi-

cal responsibility for reprisals against Italian civilians could be attributed on the

basis of the available evidence. Those who had carried out the orders would be

tried before an Italian military court. The commanders in chief had to be con-

victed before the Italian program of trials could commence.76 The first trial was to

focus on the March 24, 1944 massacre at the Ardeatine Caves on the outskirts of

Rome, in the course of which 335 Italians were shot in retribution for an attack on

a German police company.77 The second planned trial would involve the most

senior Wehrmacht and SS78 officers at corps and division levels whose troops had

been involved in war crimes against Italian civilians. Both trials were to include

Kesselring79 and Wolff.

However, prosecutors encountered some difficulties as they prepared the

case against Wolff. Solid evidence was scarce,80 and London had stipulated that

defendants should be brought to trial only if prosecutors were confident of obtain-

ing a conviction.81 It was not possible to speed up the preliminary investigations,

since the chronically under-staffed British investigating officers did not have suffi-

cient personnel to question all the relevant SS commanders of the units in ques-

tion.82 Although a special group was formed within the War Crimes Commission
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to investigate SS war crimes in Italy, it proved almost impossible to form even a

general picture of the SS power structure and the various command levels involved

in anti-partisan warfare in the country.83 Interrogations failed to produce any

usable evidence, and Wolff naturally avoided incriminating himself. Wolff’s British

interrogators noted with some irritation: “Wolff cannot be regarded as a completely

reliable witness. He gave information only after being convinced by lengthy discus-

sion of actual orders in our hands, and of the investigations we had carried out,

that we knew so much that it was useless to evade the points.”84 Since Wolff had

never participated personally in an anti-partisan operation, it was impossible to

prove anything beyond his indirect responsibility.85 Rather, the so-called “cleansing

operations” appeared either to have been carried out by the SS commanders exer-

cising authority over the sections in question,86 or directed by Himmler himself

from Berlin.87

It was only in 1946 that SS-Sturmbannführer Heinrich Andergassen provided

investigators with an overview of events in Italy.88 Although he already had been

sentenced to death for his role as a Gestapo torturer in Bozen, he provided some

usable evidence against his superiors. Andergassen emphasized that he wanted to

help bring his superiors to trial because they had “wanted to ensure that Allied

prisoners in the Bozen HQ and other Italian cities died an agonizing death, and

also wanted to achieve the deaths of Italian civilians.” But Wolff was not among

those he mentioned. Thus, it was difficult even for SS officers to link the “gentle-

man” Wolff with war crimes.

Delays between interrogation sessions gave German POWs an opportunity to

develop strategies for minimizing the significance of their crimes and to coordinate

their statements. Loyalty could sometimes take macabre forms. The impression

that the “Members of the Black Order,” as they called themselves, continued to

band together even in defeat was confirmed by the fact that some SS commanders

deliberately sought to be convicted. This way, they believed, they would achieve a

so-called “clean exit.” When questioned, these SS commanders assumed responsi-

bility for decisions that undoubtedly had been taken by Wolff and his section com-

manders.89 The resulting execution of the purported culprits meant that those at

the top of the SS apparatus in Italy were able to escape punishment.

Documents connecting Wolff to war crimes were difficult to come by. The

war diaries of Army Group C disappeared after the war, and even though the

private notebook of Wolff’s chief of staff has been preserved,90 none of its entries

provide a direct link between an order issued by Wolff and SS massacres of

civilians.91 Richard Halse, a prosecutor in the JAG’s office in London, pointed out

that Wolff could not be tried by a British court under these circumstances because

opening a War Crimes Trial under Royal Warrant regulation required prima facie

evidence. In Wolff’s case the available evidence did not meet that standard.92

Halse recommended that Wolff be sent for trial by the Americans in
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Nuremberg.93 This, too, may be seen as an indication that the British trial pro-

gram’s focus was not on the higher Nazi functionaries, but on the murderers them-

selves.94 Dulles seized this opportunity to intervene with the American authorities

on Wolff’s behalf.

The OSS, on the other hand, appeared to have in hand concrete evidence of

Wolff’s war crimes; a September 1945 report held him responsible for the “whole-

sale slaughter of populations, the taking and killing of hostages, and the collective

reprisals” in Italy.95 On the basis of the report, which linked the SS Police com-

mander to the “special orders for execution of foreign nationals,” we can conclude

that some OSS veterans blamed Wolff for the murders of American intelligence

officers in the Bozen SS headquarters. Believing that he personally had interro-

gated captured American intelligence officers, they wanted to see him put on

trial.96 As a rule, however, internal OSS reports were not made available to the

investigating authorities preparing for war crimes trials; sharing information was

simply not part of the modus operandi of the intelligence agency.97 As a result,

Dulles was able to bury the report on his desk. Moreover, in the internal final

report, Dulles’s colleague Colonel Russell B. Livermore appeared to accept

Dulles’s portrayal of Wolff as a moderate SS officer. The report contained a rec-

ommendation against prosecution.98 Although Livermore mentioned the SS war

crimes in Italy and the murders of OSS agents in Wolff’s Bozen headquarters, the

report characterized Wolff himself as a gentleman who should not be prosecuted

for SS crimes. Thus, Dulles had prepared the ground for benevolent treatment of

the SS general. However, his efforts on Wolff’s behalf were increasingly at odds

with the orders he had received to provide all incriminating material to prosecutors

preparing for the Nuremberg and other war crimes trials.

From the beginning, Dulles tried to make Wolff’s imprisonment as bearable

as possible. Privately, he asked Lemnitzer whether this was simply a formal and

temporary arrest; Lemnitzer assured him that the arrest had been made at least in

part to allow the Allies to nip in the bud any accusation of preferential treatment

for Wolff.99 However, even Wolff’s former comrades could not ignore the special

treatment afforded the SS general. Wolff enjoyed better conditions and food than

other prisoners and was allowed to continue wearing his full uniform (albeit

without SS insignia), including a side-arm.100 In August 1945, Wolff was trans-

ferred together with other SS leaders to a small American POW camp on the

shores of Lake Gmunden in Austria. The New York Herald Tribune claimed that

Wolff had enjoyed the summer of 1945 in luxurious surroundings with his family,

had enjoyed great freedom of movement, and had sent for his yacht to be brought

to the lake.101 Even if the story is an invention, when taken together with the

events at Bozen it served to cement Wolff’s reputation as a mysterious figure

singled out for special treatment—and to feed speculation about services he had

rendered.102
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However, the arrest came as a surprise to Wolff, who had convinced himself

that he would be rewarded immediately for arranging the surrender and would

avoid imprisonment completely. He soon developed an approach for dealing with

his unexpected circumstances. An examination of interrogation records shows that

Wolff’s strategy during his initial period of imprisonment was two-pronged: he

would cooperate with his captors and at the same time put pressure on Dulles. If

Wolff remained silent during questioning, or presented himself as a “man with a

clear conscience,”103 he did so in the knowledge that his Allied backers would not

bring charges against him. Internally, Wolff was deemed “cooperative.”104

Unbeknownst to Wolff, the British Combined Services Detailed

Interrogations Centre (CSDIC), which was run jointly by the War Office and the

British Army with the participation of intelligence agencies MI5 and MI9, was

recording German prisoners’ conversations.105 During one recorded conversation,

Wolff boasted that his surrender negotiations with Dulles had resulted in the favor-

able treatment he was currently receiving, and he praised the Americans for

keeping “all their promises” to him.106 In the summer of 1945, these recorded con-

versations provided the British authorities with their first inklings of Dulles’s com-

mitment to Wolff’s cause.

When Wolff was transferred to Nuremberg on August 21, 1945, he found

himself within the sphere of influence of Dulles’s immediate superior, William

Donovan. As deputy to Justice Robert H. Jackson, chief U.S. prosecutor at

Nuremberg, Donovan had worked until December 1945 for the prosecuting auth-

ority in the influential Office of the Chief of Counsel (OCC). While there, he had

been able to recruit Telford Taylor to Dulles’s “circle of friends.” Taylor, the U.S.

Chief of Council for War Crimes, had apparently been persuaded by political argu-

ments about the Soviet threat.107 Although it seems out of keeping with Taylor’s

overall commitment to the prosecution of war criminals, Taylor exerted deliberate

influence on the British investigating authorities in Italy in Wolff’s case. In August

1946, the head of the British military prosecutors’ office in Naples, Major

Field-Fisher, was summoned to Nuremberg to discuss “fundamental issues regard-

ing the prosecution of German war criminals in Italy.”108 Although the minutes of

this meeting have not survived, Wolff’s name was subsequently deleted from the

British lists. Up to that point, Wolff had been mentioned consistently in conjunc-

tion with the planned trial of Field Marshal Kesselring.109

Wolff’s status at Nuremberg was unclear. Nuremberg prosecutors considered

him a reliable source of information and an important witness. Therefore—to the

surprise of many trial observers110—he was not sent for trial in place of Himmler

but transferred to the witnesses’ wing.111 However, no preparations had been

made at Nuremberg to honor Wolff’s special role: after testifying on Göring’s

behalf, Wolff was moved to a small cell in the defendant’s wing, and was treated

like an ordinary defendant. Low-ranking American guards ripped the epaulettes
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off his Waffen-SS general’s uniform. Wolff immediately went on a hunger strike;

he made it clear that if the insults continued, he would give no more witness

testimony.112

Another political factor that contributed to the delay of legal proceedings

against Wolff had to do with the role of Swiss diplomats in the capitulation nego-

tiations. The commitment shown by Major Max Waibel and intelligence chief

Roger Masson cast doubt on Switzerland’s official policy of neutrality. Thus, the

Swiss had a vested interest in ensuring that these talks, which had taken place on

Swiss soil, remained secret. In fact, it is conceivable that Switzerland had a com-

mercial and political interest in a partial surrender in Italy.113 Initial press reports

on Sunrise attracted considerable attention there during the summer of 1945.114 In

response, the Swiss government did everything in its power to suppress newspaper

coverage. Additionally, it forbade Max Waibel to speak publicly of his experiences

or to publish his report.115 The intelligence officer’s protests against his silencing

were unsuccessful.116 Nevertheless, Waibel continued to insist that his actions had,

at all times, been approved by Swiss army head General Henri Guisan and

Oberstbrigadier Masson. As a result of his statements, the individuals named were

summoned before a committee of inquiry.117 Members of the Swiss parliament

questioned President Eduard Kobelt regarding the content of Swiss neutrality

policy. Not surprisingly, both Guisan and Masson denied any knowledge of the

negotiations, and the questions were deemed “unfounded.”118 Had the allegations

been confirmed, the entire leadership of the Swiss intelligence service, as well as

sections of the general staff, would have been vulnerable to parliamentary

demands for their dismissal.

To avoid placing further strain on relations with the Soviet Union, the Swiss

government posted the inconvenient Waibel to Washington as a military attaché.

The Sunrise file was officially closed, with Swiss authorities cleared of any

breaches. Waibel’s promotion to military attaché was accompanied by a clear

threat: the Swiss political department expressed its hope to President Kobelt that

Waibel would “continue to remain silent about his experiences in the future,” since

the Americans might view disclosure as “an absence of due deference.”119 It seems

clear from the files that Waibel’s superiors knew about the negotiations between

Dulles and Wolff, and that they not only approved of them but may even have fos-

tered them.120 However, more extensive research is required to fully clarify this

issue.

In the spring of 1946, Wolff suddenly showed symptoms of a nervous dis-

order. It is not entirely clear whether this was a genuine breakdown or a tactical

move on Dulles’s part designed to make the general’s prosecution more difficult.

Wolff himself suspected that the goal of the diagnosis was to “use a medical and a

judicial error to prevent me [from] talking.”121 As a result of the diagnosis, the

patient was transferred from the Nuremberg Palace of Justice to the psychiatric
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facility in Augsburg.122 Wolff’s transfer was carried out with intelligence officers’

assistance,123 and was designed to ensure that his name would be removed from

the list of presumed war criminals. Thus, Dulles’s strategy in Nuremberg was suc-

cessful: Karl Wolff’s hospitalization shielded him from further prosecution.

The Shift in War Crimes Policy and Wolff ’s New Strategy

Although Wolff was shielded by personal interventions from the end of the war

until around the middle of 1947, his special treatment was in line with the new

prosecution policy that the political establishment developed during the same

period. Following the Kesselring trial, British domestic debate—including contri-

butions by members of the House of Lords—shattered the legitimacy of the war

crimes trials in the eyes of the British public. The shift culminated in the trial pro-

gram’s abandonment in 1948. The significance for Wolff was clear: he had nothing

to fear from the British program of trials related to crimes in Italy.

Kesselring was sentenced to death on May 6, 1947. This led to a storm of

protest in Britain, coupled with a questioning of the war crimes policy as a whole.

One camp included the opposition leader, Winston Churchill,124 and Field

Marshal Viscount Alexander,125 who argued that the sentence was “unjust” on the

grounds that it made use of ex post facto laws. This camp was opposed by Foreign

Secretary Ernest Bevin and Secretary of State for War Frederick Bellenger, who

defended the policy of retribution. American trial observer Colonel Preston

Murphy was also critical of the sentence and expressed doubt regarding the defen-

dant’s guilt.126 The issue of clemency for Kesselring was subsequently debated

both in Parliament and in the press.127

The shift in British war crimes policy was, however, primarily due to other

influences—in particular Italy’s refusal to execute the death sentence imposed on

Kesselring.128 Rome’s unwillingness was due to a fear that Italian war criminals,

especially in Yugoslavia, could face execution based on the principle of equal treat-

ment.129 The Italian decision, though motivated by domestic political factors, thus

had a direct impact on British war crimes policy.

Kesselring’s sentence was commuted to life in prison.130 The War Crimes

Group, which officially was to continue the investigations,131 recognized the possi-

bility that even those trials that had been prepared would not take place. With

clear frustration, the investigators noted the failure due to lack of evidence of trial

preparations against Karl Wolff.132 The War Crimes Group continued to press for

Wolff to be brought to trial since, they argued, he did not conform to the picture

drawn by Dulles of a “good SS man.”133 But by mid-February 1948 the matter had

been decided; the JAG sent a message to the War Crimes Group (South East

Europe) declaring: “No Germans will in future be tried by British Military Courts

for war crimes committed against Italian victims.”134 The preliminary investigation

of Karl Wolff came to a halt.
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The decision not to try Wolff in Britain had ramifications for various extradi-

tion requests from other countries: as the state holding Wolff, Britain had to

decide on these. The Italian authorities’ request was rejected due to a lack of evi-

dence. Extradition requests for Karl Wolff from the Belgian and Czech authorities

were still pending.135 This was a very dangerous situation for Dulles and his allies,

whose preference, if Wolff were to be tried at all, was to see him tried in a British

court. Gaevernitz wrote to Dulles: “Quite apart from any moral commitment which

we may or may not have towards him I believe it would be a grave political error if

he were to be extradited to Czechoslovakia—for very obvious reasons.”136 This

letter indicates that Gaevernitz, when meeting with Robert M. W. Kempner, a

member of the U.S. prosecution team in Nuremberg, had argued against extradit-

ing Wolff. Kempner had transmitted this opinion to the U.S. Political Adviser for

Germany, Robert Murphy, who in turn placed the arguments before James

W. Riddleberger, chief of the political section of the American Military

Government, Berlin. Riddleberger then wrote directly to Gaevernitz, who was

probably standing in for Dulles (the letter was found in Dulles’s papers) and

informed him that the British merely wished to question Wolff. No decision had

been made regarding extradition.137

While his backers were still rethinking the fate of the SS general, Wolff

changed his strategy and began to intervene on his own behalf. As events unfolded,

his behavior placed pressure on Dulles and his supporters to bring Wolff to trial

under Western Allied auspices. If he were to be tried in the East, his information

about the surrender terms and the Western Allies’ anti-Soviet negotiating stance

would reach the public in Soviet-dominated Europe and elsewhere. Eventually

they hit upon the solution of bringing Wolff to trial before a denazification tribunal

at Hamburg (to be discussed below).

Wolff made no attempt to escape from the hospital in Augsburg. After his

return to Nuremberg, the prosecution continued to use him as a witness in sub-

sequent U.S. trials, although he also testified at times for the defense.138 He now

abandoned his original dual strategy—cooperation during questioning combined

with gentle pressure on Dulles—and began to insist that the promise of immunity

he had allegedly received must be honored.139 Apparently, Wolff managed to con-

vince his interrogating officer, Norbert Barr, of his good intentions.140 Barr helped

Wolff circumvent the rigid mail censorship regime at Nuremberg, smuggling

letters for him via his own account to Switzerland.141 These letters formed part of

Wolff’s new strategy for obtaining release. Through this correspondence Wolff

arranged a meeting in Nuremberg with the Swiss Sunrise intermediary Max

Husmann.142 Their conversation gave Wolff a chance to exert more pressure on

Dulles: as Wolff anticipated, the meeting was recorded, which enabled him to alert

a wider audience to the alleged immunity promises.143 Wolff was daring enough to
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reproach Dulles directly, claiming that Dulles and other negotiators—Gaevernitz,

Airey, Lemnitzer, and Field Marshal Alexander—had betrayed him.

Wolff and Husmann’s new strategy included personal interventions with key

figures in the United States. Husmann approached an unnamed U.S. senator to

lobby for Wolff’s cause.144 The U.S. military governor for Germany, General

Joseph T. McNarney, who had personally granted Husmann permission to visit

Wolff, attended the meeting. Husmann also wrote to Telford Taylor145 in an

attempt to convince him that Wolff had been badly betrayed. Evidently with Barr’s

help, Wolff was also granted a meeting with Rapp and Taylor in the Nuremberg

Palace of Justice on August 1, 1947. During this meeting, Wolff asked for nothing

less than to be “excluded from the War Criminals List.”146 Soon after, he wrote to

Field Marshal Alexander to ask for his “release from British captivity.”147

Husmann’s intervention was a turning point in Wolff’s case. The extent of

the potential threat posed by Wolff became apparent—especially when his state-

ments were confirmed by a Swiss citizen. Moreover, these machinations around

Wolff’s status were taking place against the background of a crisis among the Allies

that culminated in Soviet Marshal Sokolovsky’s withdrawal from the Control

Council in London in March 1948. In his private diary, which he had left with

American prosecutors in Nuremberg, Husmann had written: “It is thanks to Mr.

Dulles that you were not included in the first Nuremberg trial list because, in

Nuremberg, he immediately said: ‘Leave this man for a while. Perhaps we will be

able to help him.’”148 Though there was no mention in it of a clearly stated quid

pro quo, this diary was viewed as more or less official corroboration of Dulles’s

promise of immunity for the SS general.

Not surprisingly, the men named in the Husmann-Wolff conversation

immediately distanced themselves from Wolff, rejecting any claims that they had

made promises.149 The official story was that Wolff had been “driven crazy” by his

detention.150 Anxious to deny him any opportunity to broadcast his story and his

demands to a wider audience, the prosecution lost no time in transferring Wolff to

a British POW camp. Although no written record has been found in the Wolff

case, we do have documentation from the cases of other SS-officers involved in

Sunrise who were kept from the public eye. For example, the Bavarian section of

the American Military Government in Germany was advised to take Eugen

Dollmann and Eugen Wenner out of circulation to “protect” them: “The pardon of

these individuals is deemed advisable and appropriate on the basis of their valu-

able service which they have rendered to the U.S. government and for reasons of

security.”151 The internal request reached the Military Government from intelli-

gence quarters; thus, it had been agreed “to postpone public action on these cases

as long as possible” and give “these individuals the most favorable possible status

that could be done on the basis of their records.”152
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Although Wolff is not named, these documents reveal the security services’

attitude towards the SS negotiator group as a whole. It should be noted that,

thanks to Dulles’s preparatory work and the political mood shift that ended in the

abandonment of the British War Crimes Trials program, Wolff’s confrontational

approach ultimately did him no harm. However, he was not successful in obtaining

immediate benefits for himself; he remained in custody.

Extradition and Denazification Processes

During the third and final phase of the protection of Karl Wolff, it became clear

that the Allies had a common interest in shielding Wolff and thus ensuring that his

role in the surrender negotiations on the Southern Front and the true Allied inter-

ests behind the negotiations remained secret—especially against the background of

the escalating Berlin crisis and rising tensions between the Soviets and their

former allies.

After meeting with Husmann and Dulles, Taylor attempted to speed the

decision in the Wolff case by issuing a negative recommendation on extradition to

Robert Murphy, who as U.S. Political Adviser for Germany was connected to the

American element of the Military Government within the Control Council at

Berlin.153 The Americans then put pressure on the British military governor, Brian

Robertson, who was charged with ruling on pending requests for Wolff’s extradi-

tion. Murphy took up the battle on Wolff’s behalf: repudiating any alleged immu-

nity agreements, he insisted that the “good deeds” done by the SS general were of

value to America and must be remembered. He wrote: “For my part, I conclude

from the evidence that this is a borderline case but that Wolff’s activities were suf-

ficiently independent and risky, and sufficiently valuable to us in material and lives

to warrant recommending to the British that he be paroled and not turned over to

any other power for trial.”154 The line laid down by Dulles now became official

American policy, and was reflected in the recommendation to London that Wolff

be released from custody. The issue of whether or not Wolff really had been prom-

ised immunity was set aside.

However, the Foreign Office dismissed the U.S. Adviser’s recommen-

dation,155 referring to the fundamentals of Allied war crimes policy and the prin-

ciple that retribution should be exacted for crimes committed. After all, the SS

general faced an impressive list of possible charges.156 Any decision to spare Wolff

would put those responsible for war crimes prosecutions in an untenable political

position if the charges against him became known. In addition, the Foreign Office

questioned whether references to Wolff’s “good character” should suffice to

prevent his extradition.157

It is apparent that both the British Military Government and the Foreign

Office were growing increasingly suspicious of American interest in Wolff’s case.

Certain American officers had inquired repeatedly about Wolff, noting that he had
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become a genuine anti-Nazi after March 1945. This claim was received by British

officers with some derision.158 However, it was clear to the British that Wolff

enjoyed the protection of a powerful group of friends, and that a compromise

would have to be found.159 The German Department of the British Foreign Office

therefore made the Americans an offer: Wolff would be brought before a German

denazification court. This would allow the British to reject the various extradition

requests legally by pointing to the planned proceedings against Wolff.

In March 1948, Wolff was transferred to the Neuengamme detention center.

This move officially brought an end to the possibility of extradition.160 The British

were thus able to comply with the wishes expressed by senior British politicians

and American intelligence officers without attracting public attention. The pro-

ceedings against Wolff began in February 1948. Although the British Ministry of

Justice had anticipated that Wolff would spend at least five years in prison, the

final outcome, which gave him credit for the time he had already served, amounted

to an official amnesty.161

Nevertheless, Dulles decided to take no chances and rallied his friends to

Wolff’s aid.162 Their affidavits on his behalf underline American authorities’ inter-

est in shielding Wolff. From Dulles’s point of view, it was vital that there should be

no discussion of the surrender negotiations during the proceedings. In order to

prevent any disclosures relating to the capitulation, British military governor Brian

Robertson proposed to threaten Wolff that if he were to reveal anything about the

negotiations, the authorities would withhold documents containing exculpatory

information.163 Although he bore no official responsibility for the case, Dulles was

updated constantly—as the correspondence from other officers preserved in

Dulles’s papers indicates.164 Robert Murphy assured Dulles that everything poss-

ible was being done for Wolff and forwarded correspondence on the matter to him

“in the strictest confidence.”165

Although the denazification court received official assurances to the effect

that the British would not try to influence the proceedings in Wolff’s favor,166 pre-

cisely such influence was brought to bear. Using the head of the Foreign Office’s

German Department, William Strang, as an intermediary, U.S. general Lemnitzer

informed the British military governor, General Sir Brian Robertson, of his “reser-

vations” concerning the denazification proceedings.167 In this way, Lemnitzer

ensured that the case would not remain at an administrative level but would be

dealt with personally by key players in Britain’s German policy. Robertson

acquiesced to this American pressure, promising to issue a “recommendation” to

the German court seeking a lenient sentence for Wolff.168

In what surely was not a routine procedure, Robertson arranged for state-

ments submitted through the Foreign Office to be checked by the legal division of

the Military Government’s office at the Control Council in Berlin.169 In a secret

telegram to Washington, William Strang’s subordinate, Ivone Kirkpatrick, the
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permanent undersecretary of state of the Foreign Office in Germany, referred to

March and April 1945 cables between Bern and Moscow concerning inter-Allied

agreements.170 He noted that “the Secretary of State attaches considerable import-

ance to ensuring that the affidavits are in line with our assurances to Stalin.”171

In its recommendation to the denazification court, the British legal division

concluded that Wolff was innocent of the crimes with which he was charged

because he had not been made aware of them, and in any case would not have had

the authority to prevent them.172 Although the British recommendation was not

binding on the German court, it could not be ignored. Taken together, the affida-

vits and interventions ensured that the trial ended with a lenient ruling. Himmler’s

adjutant was deemed to have been a nominal member of the SS and thus placed

in Category III as a “minor offender.”

Clearly, the primary purpose of the interventions on Wolff’s behalf was to

conceal information about the surrender negotiations from the public. This goal, it

seems, outweighed that of securing the SS general’s conviction. The general’s

claims concerning immunity promises were widely considered plausible;

Robertson, for one, had no doubt that a quid pro quo had been reached during

the Sunrise negotiations:

I should add that Wolff has stated that assurances were given to him at the time about

his future treatment. Airey tells me quite positively that no such assurances were

given to his knowledge, but he adds the following. “Nevertheless, one cannot be sure

that, at some level, Wolff may not have been given some inducement by agents of

O.S.S. Although I have no information whatsoever that such inducements were given,

my experience of the workings of the occult services led me to conclude that it would

be wise to assume that they were.”173

Wolff’s four-year sentence was offset against the time he had already served, and

he was released immediately after the sentence was handed down. Thanks to

Dulles, Karl Wolff was able to find his way back into civilian life and was not sub-

jected to an employment ban. Shortly after his release, Wolff began to give inter-

views in which he complained repeatedly about “broken promises.”174 Through

Max Waibel, then Swiss military attaché in Washington, Wolff asked the

Americans175 to reimburse him for the material losses he had “incurred though the

handling of the Italian capitulation as agreed.” Optimistically, Wolff enclosed an

impressive itemized account of his losses, totaling precisely DM 220,252.50. Dulles

held nothing back in his response to Max Waibel: “Between you and me [Wolff ]

doesn’t realize what a lucky man he is not to be spending the rest of his days in

jail, and his wisest policy would be to keep fairly quiet about the loss of a bit of

underwear, etc. He might easily have lost more than his shirt.”176
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Conclusion

The Wolff case allows us to analyze the political considerations that bore directly

on war crimes prosecution policy during the early days of the Cold War. The

Allied authorities’ willingness to address Nazi crimes—whether those crimes were

committed in concentration camps or in the context of anti-partisan warfare—

changed over time. The 1943 decision to prosecute German officers as war crim-

inals was disputed within certain institutions, and was subject to individual officers’

interpretation. Although trials were still being prepared and conducted as planned

in 1945 and 1946, specific exceptions to prosecution policy were made during the

second phase. A few trials were still being conducted after 1948, but the program

as a whole had been abandoned. As a result of the new postwar pragmatism, more

concessions were granted to the erstwhile German opponents (and, in view of the

escalating Cold War, potential future allies) than the evidence warranted.

By the time Wolff was brought before the denazification court in 1948, it had

become clear that shielding the SS general was not an isolated act by Dulles, but

rather represented a politically calculated trade-off. It is unlikely that Dulles acted

completely alone and without the consent of superior officers—or indeed of his

government. While Dulles was privately sympathetic towards Wolff177 and at least

partly motivated to shield him in order to consolidate his own reputation as a

capable diplomat qualified for high office in the intelligence services, he was acting

primarily as an agent of the U.S. government’s anti-communist policy. Above all,

he worked to protect the economic, political, and ideological interests of the

United States and its political allies. Karl Wolff benefited personally from all of

these factors. In addition, it is apparent that a “prosecution witness provision”

amounting to immunity was applied in Nuremberg and exploited by Karl Wolff.

There can be no doubt that, as early as 1945, the available evidence would

have made it possible to prove Wolff’s complicity in a variety of crimes, including

the deportation of Jews, participation in medical experiments carried out by the

SS, and making war on the Italian civilian population. But Wolff had realized that

he would benefit from cooperating with American investigators, and that he was

safe from prosecution as long as he was needed as a witness. The protection

afforded Wolff by the Central Intelligence Group, Robert Murphy, and Allen

W. Dulles was not unique; other senior SS figures178 who had likewise earned

kudos from the OSS for their involvement in the Sunrise negotiations were

suddenly eliminated from the war criminals lists after the war. Among these were

Dollmann,179 Wenner,180 and the aforementioned Guido Zimmer,181—all of

whom, at various times, had been in the pay of postwar U.S. Intelligence. Wolff—

whose senior position made it impossible to smuggle him out of the country—is

thus merely the best-known of the high Nazi officers who escaped prosecution.

The actions of SS troops in Italy remained an untold story for many years,

especially since the conviction of Albert Kesselring as Commander-in-Chief of the
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Wehrmacht in Italy appeared to have closed the issue. Wolff’s role in the SS power

structure—as adjutant to Heinrich Himmler—became the focus of renewed atten-

tion only in 1959, when a new investigation was opened. The proceedings were

undoubtedly influenced by the Eichmann trial in Jerusalem in 1961, which

focused the world’s attention on the “desk-murderers”—the bureaucrats who did

not participate directly in the killings. Eichmann himself referred to Wolff as “one

of the salon officers who wishes to keep their hands in white gloves and did not

want to hear anything about the solution of the Jewish problem.”182

In 1964 Wolff was convicted by the Munich Regional Court of complicity in

genocide.183 The investigations into the Wolff case coincided with Dulles’s retire-

ment at the end of 1961. When Wolff’s attorney asked Dulles to intervene on

Wolff’s behalf, Dulles responded in a letter dated May 1, 1963 that he could no

longer do anything for Wolff since he was now a “private citizen.” Gaevernitz,184

Taylor, and Murphy185 discussed possible interventions on Wolff’s behalf during

and after the trial. Their interventions culminated in Wolff’s release from custody

on medical grounds in 1969.186 However, from that time until his death in 1984,

he never saw any of these “personal friends.” The broad front of U.S. support had

disintegrated and Wolff’s protective shield had crumbled.
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